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When the Danish poet Klaus Rifbjerg thought of asking his compatriot Lars Physant to illustrate his 
translation of the poetry suite Ferias by Federico García Lorca, nobody imagined that this would 
trigger off a process in which verb and image, poetry and painting, would find themselves in perfect 
communion thanks to the musical rhythm concealed in mathematics. When it comes down to it, the 
geometry of numbers - whether asymmetric, symmetric, volumetric, random, etc. - governs every 
combination of artistic expression (from the most serious and conceptual to the most popular and 
spontaneous). Physant has worked for years on two concepts which he has developed in parallel. 
Firstly, he has investigated the metaphoric possibilities kindled by images of different spaces in a 
series of sensorial experiments. Secondly, he has studied the mechanisms which allow us to subjugate 
perception through simultaneous processes. Given that, perhaps he was the ideal person to face the 
unfathomable dimension of Lorca's world, which would provide him with the perfect excuse to take 
his research to its ultimate conclusions. Consequently, in these brief lines I hope to succinctly explain 
his premises and their results, which are, of course, the artwork in this series. 

Sensorial translation between verb and image. 

This is precisely what is involved: translating into a visual language (the language of pictorial images) 
the fertile poetic imagination presented in Ferias, which is a wellspring of connotative and denotative 
interrelationships which cannot escape the tragic-festive sense that is present in the events of the life 
of the poet from Granada. This translation is not easy; it may even appear improbable, a priori, to 
actually carry it out. 

However, "translate", is perhaps not the most appropriate term to describe these actions. Within this 
area, three, apparently similar, concepts can be brought into play: translation, transcription and 
transliteration. The process on which Lars Physant embarked can be found midway between 
transcription and transliteration. It cannot be considered as simple translation, given that its ultimate 
aim goes beyond merely "making something comprehensible". Lars does not translate (in the sense of 
finding an approximate semantic representation for an original) or even transcribe (in the sense of 
bringing together two means of expression within the same system). Rather, Lars creates a channel of 
plausible relationships between verbal and non-verbal poetry (because every word reaches its absolute 
fulfilment by getting rid of any image it suggests and all images contain the seed of a narrative 



potential within them). Lars’ work is perhaps closest to transliteration in that it attempts, by all means 
possible, to transfer concepts and emotions between two languages with radically different scripts, 
although the communicative intent in both fields might be similar.    

Physant repeatedly cites the reference points which have influenced him, such as the Glenn Gould's 
recording of The Goldberg Variations and the expansive capacity, far beyond the cinema screen, of the 
creative offerings of Peter Greenaway. These transference processes are based on a play of synthesis 
and a mathematical model. The artist defines his work processes in terms of 'contrapuntal realism' or 
'multiversal synthesis'. These represent concentrated methodologies that encourage a confluence 
between numerological relationships and physical spaces. 

Mathematics swings us to the beat and Physant’s rhythm reveals his poetics. We know that numbers 
are the colour of the poet. There are researchers who spend their time counting, ordering and 
statistically analysing the words of writers. We also know that metric symmetry provides the sound of 
poetry. However, it is perhaps more difficult to comprehend that the essence of colour resides in 
geometry and that the arithmetic of an artistic composition provides its musicality. In the pictorial 
transcription of the poem Confusion, Physant reveals himself to us as a painter of metrics; metrics that 
are in time with number and order (Reds-Yellows-Greens! / Reds-Yellows-Greens! / Blues-Pinks-Blues! / 
Blacks-Blacks-Blacks!). 

The processes of simultaneous perception. 

There are three processes in one which, simultaneously, come together in Lars Physant’s work. They 
are processes which, each in their turn, bring together (and carry on from them) research lines and 
historical reflections that have multiplied within the field of art: 

a. - The ability of artistic expression to capture and reproduce reality. Between February and April 1892, Claude 
Monet began a challenge that would last until 1894: his series on Rouen Cathedral. His main objective 
was to reveal the changing face of reality by capturing the same object at different times and from 
slightly different angles. The results were a series of more than fifty paintings that were established as 
a sequence of consecutive views. They went far beyond demonstrating that reality was changeable and 
dynamic. They revealed the fragility and relativity of a faculty, that of vision (which had rarely been 
called into question before). 

In Lars’ case, the focus is different. He does not serialise his research nor put his conclusions into 
consecutive order. He divides what has been seen and imagines different moments, different light 
settings, different periods of the year, different moods. Then he integrates the fragmentary in a single 
result that is homogeneous in its heterogeneity. Commenting on those works of Monet, Umberto Eco 
pondered the contemporary paradox of "complementarity" - a term that is ever present in the works 
of Physant. This concept can be explained thus, although the behaviour of the most fundamental 
particle that we can imagine in nature, under the same space-time conditions can only be a single 
action and no other, we can simultaneously provide several models explaining this reality which are 
contradictory or radically different or even clash (and, in doing so, are also complementary). 

b. - The possibility that the pictorial can be an element in constructing real space. When, between 1911 and 1912, 
Robert Delaunay sketched out and finalised a work of the utmost importance (despite its small 
proportions and the fact that it has been relegated to a footnote in the history of art) he knew that he 
was initiating a path towards abstraction. However, little could he imagine that he was providing the 



bases for liberating painting from its bonds as a two-dimensional medium. In Simultaneous Windows on 
the City, painting no longer resigns itself to its natural frontiers, but rather rebels against, jumps out of, 
and conquers the frame. From there to painting (and by extension the artistic process) overcoming 
this new limit and expanding across the walls, there was only a short step. From there to constructing 
physical spaces using artistic materials (e.g. Schwitters’ Merzbau) only two. 

In this same vein, as demonstrated by most of the works making up Ferias, Lars Physant is 
constructing paintings that are not exactly paintings, but are rather physical-spatial entities struggling 
to appropriate the space around them. If the spatial qualities of the works of this Danish artist are 
diluted within their limitations, their physical qualities spill over making them lose their solid state. 

c. - Technique as a panacea and (frustrated) objective. Technique as a historical register. The possibility that the 
technical processes that artists have been adopting and making their own throughout history (each 
more novel and risky than the previous) were the key to reaching the two objectives mentioned above 
has been displaced by the conviction - now a certainty - that reality and technique (truth and science) 
are distinct areas. The latter might be presented as an ephemeral excuse, in no way the only and/or 
final objective of artistic endeavour. In Lars’ works, diverse ways of mirroring reality through different 
techniques are reflected, overlapped or juxtaposed, revealing a deep knowledge of art history. 

On poetics and predestination. 

Reading the poems of Federico and scrutinising Lars’ canvases leads us to a brief final reflection. Life 
is not art, nor poetry, nor painting. But life is an artistic, poetic and pictorial organism, as it uses all of 
these to remember the past, disclose the true face and sense of the present and reveal the uncertain 
fate which races towards us from the future. "Around the axis of the Moon / turns the carousel of God" 
wrote Lorca in the poem Astral Fair. Life, like reality, is revealed as a carousel upon whose horses we 
ride. One moment we are up, the next we are down. "You come to Earth fleeing / from a backwards tale, of a 
field / full of old dragons / the conquerors of saints" we read in “Little Horses”. In this rise and fall, the world 
can be held, for an instant, and subverted, depending on the angle and the moment at which it is 
viewed. It is then that the clocks and the empty pupils are filled by the poet or the painter. 
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